Software reliability growth model
The software fault detection phenomenon 
The mean value function
The Exponential Software Reliability Growth intensity function (1) where is the total number of executable codes contained in the software system at the beginning of testing phase and is the probability that each code contains exactly one fault.
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Concluding remarks
This paper has two main purposes. Firstly, we propose a new software reliability growth model for which the reliability growth occurs with probability and the reliability growth does not occur with probability during the warranty period. By minimizing the total expected software cost, we determine the optimal software release time at which the testing phase ends and study the sensitivity analysis of parameters including on the software release time. Secondly, we consider three parameters of interests, initial number of faults in the system, fault detection rate per fault and the weighted factor, to be random and adopt the Bayesian approach to determine the optimal software release time under the proposed reliability growth model. The Bayesian approach may have an advantage over the nonBayesian method when the parameters are unknown or difficult to estimate.
In this paper, we assume the discrete beta priors for the fault detection rate and the weighted factor and the Poisson and binomial priors for the initial number of faults in the system. For those priors, the effects of prior parameters on the optimal software release policies have been discussed in details numerically and it shows that the more faults the software system has initially, the longer testing phase for the software we should have before it is released to the user.
In the future study, it is desirable to collect and utilize the software failure data to update the priors of parameters to solve the software release problem, which could be more practical in real situations.
